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TECHNICAL NOTE NO. 1082

C(MPARATJNE EET’ACTIVENESSOF A COHV3CTION-TYI?EAND A

RADIA’EEON-TYPECCXXLCNGCM? ON A TURBOSUPERCHEWKKR

By Frederick J. Hartwig, Jr.

mMMAIw

An investigation was made to compere the effecti~ene~s of two
basic methods of cooling a tur%osuperchar~er and ta obtain data on the
temperature level and distribution in the turbine wheel. Turbine-
wheel temperatures were obtained for vartous conditions of cooiing-air
mass flow, e~aust-gas temperature, and exhmm%-gas mas6 flow. Modi-
fied forms of the standard cooling caps were used to allow for the
installation of temperature-meamzring devices.

The convection-type cap that emp?.oysa jet of a+trblowhg on the
rim of the wheel gave temperature Deductions of the order of 15Q” F
when the air flow was inciieasedfrom O to 3 pounds per minute (average
flow for a flight installation), and further temperature reductions
were attained with increased air flow. With tileradiation-type cap
in which the cooling air never comes in contact with the turbine wheel,
maximum reductions in wheel temperature of 20° F to 30° F were attained
with air flows up to 3 pounds per minute and no additional cooling was
obtained tith greater flows.

—

INTRODUCTION

The efficiency and power of a tur%ine can be increased with
increases in gas temperature. The operating gas temperature being
limited by tiiecapacity of the blade and wheel mterial to wit-hstand
centrifugal and other stresses at high temperatures, cooling of the
wheel ~tillpermit the use of a higher Gas temperature or of a li~’lter
wheel fcirthe same gas temperature, stress, ad life.

Two basic methods of cooling are used in cooling oaps for turbine
wheels of turbosuperchargers. One cap em?loys a jet m jets of c?oling
air directed on the rim of the wheel Just inside the blade rim a~fiis
commonly known as a convection cool= cap. The other type, called a
radiation cooling cap, has a cool surface close ta the wheel to w;:ich
the heat from tilewheel may radiate.

Although it is known from tests conducted by the General Electric
Company that the radiation cap has a lesser cooling effect than the
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convection cap, other factors influence the selection of one cap or the
other. Under certain conditions of engine operation involving higlh
fuel-air ratios and high etifiust-gastemperatures, air introduced intQ
the exhaust system of a turhosupercharger will combine with unburned fue~
and cause afterburning, which results in excessive temperatures and may
cause turbine-wheel failure. With the convection cap, the P“=sibilitY
of afterhurning is always present; whei”eas,wllifithe radiation oq, the
cooling air is discharged into the slipstream at so~e point outside the
exhaust hoodt

Another consideration is the des@n of the exhaust hood, which
so directs the exhaust gases from tileturbine that they enter the slip-
stream smoothly. The turning of the gases.gives rise to an unequal
pressue distribution in the hood close to the wheel and tends to cauee
a flow of gas across the face of the wheel under the ccmling cap. ThLs
cross flow of gas, which affects the temperature level of the wheel,
may be mintiized by vsriation in the shape of the surface of the radia-
tion cooling cap close to the wheel.

The detemnination of temperatures on a turbhe wheel spi~i~ at
high speed presents a difficult problem. The principal ~thods
available are: (1) chemical paints that change calorwitht~erature
(references 1 and 2), (2) fusible plugs inserted in Vae wheel that
melt at different temperatures (reference l)> (3) radiation pyrnme%ers
(references 1 and 3), (4) electromotive force from thermocouples on
the surface of tilewheel taken off by induction(reference4), md
(5) electromotive force from thermocouples on.the surface of the wheel
taken off with slip rings (references 1 and 5).

A device for measuring turbine-wheel temperatures should be
easily indalled, compact, accurate, and free frm mechani=l d~fi-
culties. Chemical paints or fusible plugs are difficult to apply as
the test rig must be partly dismantled to recoat the surface or to
insert new plugs after each test-point determination. This procedure
is unsatisfactory for establishing a curve of teq?erature against a
given operating condition.’ !I?nei+adiationp~ometer requires very
cereful controi of the temperature of tile~yrometer casing and is
subject to errors due to variations in the emissivity of the wheel
surface. Furthermore, the necessity of a clear viewinG space inter-
feres with the installation of the cooling cap, ‘lineinduction PickuP
must be shielded to prevent error introduced by the earth’s magnetic
field and ts too bu~y ~d too delicate for the pTeSent i3ppliCEi~i911.

As part of a general investigation being conducted by the NACA
● to huprove the performance of superc~gers and turbines, the Cleveland

laboratory conducted an investigation to evaluate quantitatively the
comparative disk cool= obtained with Vlese two basic methods of

. cooling and to obtain data on the actual temperature level aiiddistri-
butionin the turbinewheel undercontrolledoperatingconditions.

2
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The exhaust hood was made symmetrical
variables of hood desi~. The temperature
couples with a slip-ring pickmp, the rings

in order to eliminate the
was measured by tY~ermo-
and contacts of which were

designed and developed by Alfred W. YoLn@ and Edward R. 13artooof
the NACA staff.

Curves are presented of turline-wheel temperatures plotted
against cooling-cap air flow for both methods of cooling, against
exhaust-gas temperature, a~ainst exhaust-gas mass flow, and against
time to reach equilibrium conditions.

AEPARATTJS

A schematic diagram of the test equipmentis sham in figure 1.
A liquid-cooled aircraft engine was used to supply exhaust Cas to the
turbosupercharger, and the en@n”e power was absorbed by a =tei” broke.
The efiaust-gas flow could be varied by varying the e~ine power; and
the etiust-gas temperature, by changtng the fuel-air ratio. The
engine exhaust was led to an altitude chamber, and a waste pipe was
used for bypassing the flow duri~ starting and stop@nG. This waste
pipe was equipped with a gate valve rather than with the lo~sely
fitting butterfly valve nomnally used with turbosupercharger install-
ationsi IXmiqg testing, this valve was kept tightly closod in otier
that all the neaeured gas from the engine would pass through the tur-
bine. The altitude chember was connected by means of a lar~e duct to
the laboratory altituiiesystem and the pressure in the chamber could
be maintained at any value from atmospheric pressure to 4 inches of
mercury absolute.

A production turbosupercharger was installed inside the altitude
chsmber as shown by dotted lines in figure 1. Details of the turbine
are shown in figure 2, The cowlings, the exhaust hood E, the siip-
ring pickup, the coaling cap D, and seal C are not stardar~ equip-
ment but were added for these tests. The purpose of seal C was to
prevent mixing of the bearing cooling air and the exhaust gas between
the nozzles and the blades. The exhaust hood was made s@netrical
to Mintiize flow of gas across the face of the wheel. The hoed was
water-cooled to eliuhate excessive heat in the space where the ther-
mocouple pickup was located.

The cooling caps devised for these tests are shown in figure 3
and are representative of tinetwo basic cool= methods uged in pro-
duction caps. The radiation-t~e cap consisted of a stiple anml.lar
ring divided into three passages by internal fins. Air entered through
a duct at one side and passed through the annuler cheumels and ot:t
at the other side. For the convection-type cap, slots were cut h

3
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the bottom of the radiation-type cap, as indicated in figure 3, and
the cooling-air exit was blocked off. The slots were made the same
size and shape and at the same radius as on the standard convection
cap used on production turbosuperchargers.

A clearance of 0.06 to 0.12 inch is allowed between the wheel
and the cooling cap on conventional irwtallations. A clearance of
0.16 inch was used for these tests because the themnocouple clamps
projected 0.06 inch from the face of the wheel.

The cooling air for the cooling cap, the bearing housing, and
the nozzle box passed through ducts from outside the altitude chsmber.
The differences between the atmospheric pressure outside the chamber
and the altitude pressure inside the cha?iberforced the cooling air
through the ducts, and gate valves in these ducts re&@ated the flow-

For the slip-rtng themnocouple pickup, a set of rings and con-
tacts was designed at the NACA, and preliminary tests indicated that
an accuracy of+25° F could be expected at 21,000 rpm and greater
accuracy, at lower speeds.

The slip rings were mounted on a stub shaft attached to the
turbine wheel on the side away from the nozzle box. Four chr~l-
alumel thermocouples were welded to the wheel at different locations
as shown in figure 4. The wires passed through stainless-steel tubes
clamped to the wheel surface, along slots in the stub shaft) and into
the alternate annular rings of chromel and alumel. A set of chromel
and alumel buttons mounted on spring-steel strips in a block of insu-
lating plastic material made contact with the rings. Chromel Slld
alumel wires were run from these buttons to the cold-junction ter-
minals outside the altitude cheaiber. The block holding the contact
buttons was so arranged that it could be moved by a flexible cable
extending to the outside of the altitude chamber and contacts were
made only when readings were being taken. Mechanical and electrical
difficulties were experienced with thermocouple 1 and no successful
data were obtained frcm it. Thezmocuple 1 was located three thirty-
seconds inch from the edge of the disk. The radial location of the
thermocouples was as follows:

Thermocouple Radius
(In.)

1
#
16

2
g
32

3 4&

&4 32

—
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A manually operated potentiometer, togetinerwith a l-ight-bem
galvanometers,was used to indicate the temperatures. The tempera-
ture of the efiust gas wa~ measured approximately 5 inches ahead
of the nozzle box witlna quadruple-shielded thermocouple.

The air weight flow to the engine was determined by means of
a thin-plate orifice, and the pressure drop across the orifice was
measured with an NACA microman~eter. The Easoline weight flow was
measured with a calibrated rotameter. The sum of the gasoline and
the air weiglhtflows gave the total exhaust-gas weight flew through
the turbine. The cooling-air weight flow to the cooling cap was
measured by means of a thin-plate orifice, and the pressure drop
across the orifice was measured with a water manometer.

The turbine speed was measured with a standard electric taclmm-
eter; the”generator was driven from a worm gear on tineturbine shaft.
met and outlet pressures were measurei wttlamercury manometers con-
nected to static-pressure taps before tilenozzle lox and in the
exhaust hood. Altitude pressure was measured in two places in Wile
altitude chamber with mercury manometers.

Tm3Ts

The engine was started with the waste gate open to permit the
exhaust gas to bypass the turbine. As soon as the engine was running
smoothly, the waste gate was closed and all the exhaust gas passed
through the turbine. The engine was idled until the coolant and the
oil reached the proper temperat~e and then was gradually brought up
to power until the desired mass flow and temperature of the exhaust
gas were reached. W order ‘codetermfne the length of time necessary
for equilibrium temperatures to be reached, a run was made With all
conditions constant and readings were taken continuously from the time
exhaust gas was first admitted to tineturbine. Figure 5 gives the
results of this run with exhaust-gas temperatures and turbine-wheel
temperatures plotted against time. These cur-resitiicate that tem-
perature readings should net be taken until at least 20 minutes have
elapsed after a change in runmi~ conditions that might give rise to
a small change in turbine-wheel temperature and at leas% 1 hour after
any change involving a large variation in wheel temperature. All the
data presented in this report were taken after 1 hour or more of riinn7hg
with no change in operating cmdi%ioqs. Nb satisfactory explanation
has been found for the wide scatter of the data shortly after the ~“-””“-”

—

first admiesion of the gas to the turline. Other data, however, show
that this test condition may le frequently encountered if ins-ufficient”
time is allowed for equilibrium temperatures to be reached.

5
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made
The compeuwtive coolfng tests for both methods of cooling were
by varying the mass flow of cooling air with all of’the other

conditionsheld constant. An additional run was made with the
radiation-t~e cooling cap to study the effect of varying the exhaust-
gas temperature. All of the operating conditions were held constant
except the fuel-air ratio, which varied the exhaust-gas temperature.
The range of operating conditions tn these tests is as follows:

Gas temperature at inlet to turbine, ‘F . . . . . . . . . 1240.1440
-s mass flow, pounds per minute . . . . . . . . . . . . 63.2-86.9
Turbine speed, rpm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,500-17,030
Turbine-exhaust pressure, inches of mercury absolute . . 8.5-14.a5
Turbine pressure ratio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 1.55-3.26
Cooling-a& flow, pounds per minute:
Radiation-type cooling cap . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0-8
Convection-type cooling cap . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0-11

RXSULTS AND DISCUSSION

The turbine-wheel temperatures are plotted against ceding-ati
flow for the twc types of cool- cap with the same tmrkine oper-
ating conditions in figures 6(a) and 6(b). Increasing the cooli~-air
flow through the radiation-t~e cooling cap from O to 3 pounds per

●
minute reduced the turbine-wheel temperature 20° to 30° F, hut addi-
tional air flow gave no further cooling of the wheel. (The drop in
temperature of the two lower curves for 6 lb/reinin fig. 6(b) was
due to a sudden change in the temperature of tileoil fed to the tur-

—.

bine bearings and was disregarded in fairing the curves.) With the
convection-type cooling cap, an increase in air flow from O to
3 pounds per mtnute (average flow for a flight installation) reduced
the turbine-wheel temperature by approximately 150° F and further
cooling was obtained with additional air flow. F@ures 6(c) and 6(d)
show that similar results were o%tained with different turbine oper-
ating conditions. b figure 6(d) for the radiation-type cooling cap,
the amount of cooling did not cha~fiealthough the e-ust-~as temper-
ature had been decreased by 150° F, the exhaust-gas mass flow had
been increased by 20 pounds per minute, the pressure ratio had been
doubled, and the speed had been increased by 6000 rpm. The radiation-
type cooling cap obviously has little value as a turbine-wheel cooling
device beyond its function of preventing gas flow across the face of
the wheel.

Turbine-wheel temperatures are plotted agatist turbine-inlet gas
temperature with all other conditions held constant in figure 7.“
These teqeratures show an approximately linear relation over the

6
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range of gas temperatures tested and, if extended downward, come to
a common intersection at .500 on the turbine-inlet gas temperature
scale and -400 on the turbine-wheel temperature scale. The following
equation may thus be written from which the temperature at any point
on the wheel may be corrected for a different turbine-inlet gas tem-

—

perature if the other turbine operating conditions are the same,

TWc = ‘gc::: (Two+ 400) - 400
Tgo

(1) .

where T is the tern~rature in degrees Fahrenheit and the subscripts
have the following significance:

w turbine wheel
.—

.

g exhaust gas —.

c corrected

o observed

#
From a number of runs made at different conditions of operation

with variable cooling-air flow through the radiation-type cooling
cap, three curves ware chosen for which all conditions were constant

--—

“ except exhaust-gas mass flGw and exhaust~gas temperature.
—..—

As these
gas temperatures fell within the range of figure 7, the turbine-
wheel temperatures could be corrected to a common value of 1300° F

-.

byequatlon (1). Figure 8 shows these corrected turbine-wheel tern-- ____
peratures plotted against exhaust-gas mass flow.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
—

Tests made of a production turbosupercharger turbine wheel with
_-—

modified cooling caps over a range of engine and turbine operating
conditions showed that:

1. A convection-type cooling cap gave reductions in turbine- .—.

wheel temperature up to 150° F -withcoding-air flows from O to
3 pounds per minute and further reductions with increased air flow.

..—

-.——
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2. Variations in air fluw fhmm O to 3 pounds per minute with
a radiation-t~e cooling cap gave maxfimumr%uctions in wheel ta-
perature of 20° to 30° F, and no addit~onal coolingwae obtained
with greater flaws.

Aircraft Engine Research Laboratory,

1.

2.

3.

4.

5*

National Advisory C!mmnitteefar Aeronautics,
Cleveland, Ohio, January 31, 1946.
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Figure 1. - Schematic diagram of equipment for cooIing tests
of turbosupercharger turbine wheel.
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Figure 2. - part]y sectioned schenat~c drawing of turbo-
Supercharger used in cooling tests of turbine wheel.
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Figure 3. - Modified cooling caps. Radiation-type cap: as
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type cap: as shown but with the cooling-air exit pipe
blocked off.
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la) Convection-typ* cootlng cap. Gas flow, 67.4 pounds per minute;
turbine-lfilet gas temperature, 1415° F; turbine-exhaust pressure,
14.54 inches of mercury ●bsoluto; pressure ratio, 1.59; turbino
speed, 11.300 rpm.
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lb) Radiation-type cooling cap. Gas flow, 67.87 pounds per minute;
turbine-inlet gas temperature, 1415° F; turbine-exhaust pressure,
14.56 inches of mercury ●bsolute; pressure ratio, f.59; turbifw
speed, I 1, 120 rpm.

Figure 6- - &mparison of the cooling results obtained with the convection-type

and the radiation-type cooling cap.
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(c) Convection-type cooling cap. Gas flow, 70.8 pounds per minute;

turbine-’inlet gas temperature, 1253° F; turbine-exhaust pressure,
14.54 inches of mercury absolute; pressure ratio, 1.63; turbine
speed, 11,640 rpm.
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Radiation-type cooling cap. Gas flow, 86.7 pounds per minute; turbine-

inlet gas temperature, 1253° F; turbine-exhaust pressure, 8.57 Inches

of mercury ●bsolute; pressure ratio, 3.21; turbine speed, 17,000 Wm.
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Figure 7. - Variation of turbine-~ael temperature with gas temperature USin9 ●

t

radiation-type cooling cap. Gae fiow, 68.5 pounds per minute; turbine-exhaust
prassure, 14.49 inches of mercury abaoiuta; pressure ratio, 1.64; turbine speed,
il,900 rpm; cooling-air flow, il pound$ per minute.
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Figure 8. - Varia~ion of turbine-wheei temperatures with exhaust-gas mass

fiow using a radiation-type cooling cap. Turbine inlet-gas temperature,
1300° F; turbine exhauet preesure, 14.54 inches of mercury absolute; pres-

sure ratio, i.6i; turbine speed, il,350 rprn; cooling-air fiow, more than 3
pounds per minute.






